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What do you remember since 
last time we met!?

¤What do you remember?

¤What have you tried?

¤What questions do you have?



How do we move from…

Containers of integration

Communities of Inclusion

We MUST consider place!



Where can inclusion happen?

¤Where are the 
places that ALL 
students go in 
a school or 
community?



Where can inclusion happen?



Think about Place
¤ Classrooms for Content

¤ Social studies, math, science etc.

¤ Classrooms for Electives
¤ Phys Ed, Music, Home Ec., Art etc.

¤ Activities/spaces inside the school
¤ Hallways, cafeteria, lunch room, assemblies etc.

¤ Activities/ spaces outside the school
¤ Recess, field trips, extra curricular activities, sports 

teams etc.





Think about Purposes

¤ Personal purpose
¤ Goals to help students be included in the physical community

¤ Social purpose
¤ Goals to help students be included in the social-emotional 

community

¤ Intellectual purpose
¤ Goals to help students be included in the learning community



Purpose WITHIN a Place = Community

Personal

SocialIntellectual

Place



Balancing purposes = Responsive



Making places purposeful

¤ What “bubble” needs to be targeted?
¤ Is it too big or too small or missing?

¤ Zoom in!
¤ Where are you?! (the place)
¤ What do you WANT them to do? (the vision)
¤ Do they know what you want them to do? (the 

purpose)
¤ Do they have the skills to do it? (the teaching)
¤ Were they a part of creating the vision? (the buy-

in)



Share with your neighbour…

¤ What are you thinking?

¤ What are you questions?

¤ What connections do you have?



Examples

¤ Ragavan

¤ Grade 9

¤ Hum 9
¤ Personal
¤ Social
¤ Intellectual



ì How does your school measure up?

PURPOSES
Personal Social Intellectual

PL
A

C
ES

In elective 
classrooms

In content 
classrooms

Following classroom 
routines

Interacting 
with/sharing with 
peers

Compare own 
culture to Chinese,
Mayan, Musqueam
culture

In the school

Extra 
curricular 
activities

INCLUSION PLANNING MATRIX

Moore & Schnellert, 2015



Personal

What the Class does What R does

Start up 
activity

Acknowl
edgeme
nt

Engaged 
reading

Partner 
share

Current 
events

Writing
workshop

Energizer
s

Sharing
circle

CPT/ 
lesson



Personal

What the Class does What R does

Start up 
activity

Sitting at desk, self 
starting, grammar

Acknowl
edgeme
nt

Listening, being quiet, 
one person reads, 
vocab activity

Engaged 
reading

20 min independent 
self selected reading, 
quiet music

Partner 
share

Sharing thinking

Current 
events

2 students present 
article, summarize 
and present

Writing
workshop

Mini lesson, practice, 
feedback, class share

Energizer
s

Interactive  physical 
movement

Sharing
circle

Sits in circle, listening, 
feelings, turn-taking

CPT/ 
lesson

Reading, presenting 
new information



Personal

What the Class does What R does

Start up 
activity

Sitting at desk, self 
starting, grammar

Come to class, get 
WW bin, go to desk, 
start activity

Acknowl
edgeme
nt

Listening, being quiet, 
one person reads, 
vocab activity

Listening, waiting, 
quiet voice, still body,

Engaged 
reading

20 min independent 
self selected reading, 
quiet music

Choose a book from 
reading bin

Partner 
share

Sharing thinking Following directions

Current 
events

2 students present 
article, summarize 
and present

Following directions

Writing
workshop

Mini lesson, practice, 
feedback, class share

Mini lesson – listen, 
waiting, quiet voice, 
still body

Energizer
s

Interactive  physical 
movement

following directions

Sharing
circle

Sits in circle, listening, 
feelings, turn-taking

Sits in circle, listening, 

CPT/ 
lesson

Reading, presenting 
new information

Looking, listening, 
quiet working



Social

Classroo
m spaces

What class does What R does

Start up 
activity

Sitting at desk, self 
starting, grammar

Asking for help if 
needed

Acknowle
dgement

Listening, being quiet, 
one person reads, 
vocab activity

Ask for sensory tool if 
needed

Engaged 
reading

20 min independent self 
selected reading, quiet
music

Asking for help if 
needed, ask to read 
with a peer 

Partner 
share

Sharing thinking Communication board 
for sharing

Current 
events

2 students present 
article, summarize and 
present

Presenting article

Writing
workshop

Mini lesson, practice, 
feedback, class share

Communication board 
for sharing

Energizers Interactive  physical 
movement

Reference peers

Sharing
circle

Sits in circle, listening, 
feelings, turn-taking

Feelings
communication board 
for sharing, turn taking

CPT/ 
lesson

Reading, presenting 
new information

Asking for a break if 
needed



Classroo
m spaces

What class does What R does

Start up 
activity

Sitting at desk, self 
starting, grammar

Word work 

Acknowle
dgement

Listening, being quiet, 
one person reads, 
vocab activity

read book about 
acknowledging

Engaged 
reading

20 min independent self 
selected reading, quiet
music

Reading independently

Partner 
share

Sharing thinking

Current 
events

2 students present 
article, summarize and 
present

News 2 you article 

Writing
workshop

Mini lesson, practice, 
feedback, class share

Work on own writing / 
assignment

Energizers Interactive  physical 
movement

Sharing
circle

Sits in circle, listening, 
feelings, turn-taking

CPT/ 
lesson

Reading, presenting 
new information

Work on own writing / 
assignment

Intellectual



Classroo
m spaces

What class does What R does

Personal Social Intellectual

Start up 
activity

Sitting at desk, self 
starting, grammar

Come to class, get WW
bin, go to desk, start 
activity

Asking for help if 
needed

Word work 

Acknowle
dgement

Listening, being quiet, 
one person reads, 
vocab activity

Listening, waiting, quiet 
voice, still body,

Ask for sensory tool if 
needed

read book about 
acknowledging

Engaged 
reading

20 min independent self 
selected reading, quiet
music

Choose a book from 
reading bin

Asking for help if 
needed, ask to read 
with a peer 

Reading independently

Partner 
share

Sharing thinking Following directions Communication board 
for sharing

Current 
events

2 students present 
article, summarize and 
present

Following directions Presenting article News 2 you article 

Writing
workshop

Mini lesson, practice, 
feedback, class share

Mini lesson – listen, 
waiting, quiet voice, still 
body

Communication board 
for sharing

Work on own writing / 
unit assignment

Energizers Interactive  physical 
movement

following directions Reference peers

Sharing
circle

Sits in circle, listening, 
feelings, turn-taking

Sits in circle, listening, Feelings
communication board 
for sharing, turn taking

CPT/ 
lesson

Reading, presenting 
new information

Looking, listening, quiet 
working

Asking for a break if 
needed

Work on own writing / 
unit assignment





Classroo
m spaces

What class does What R does

Personal Social Intellectual

Start up 
activity

Sitting at desk, self 
starting, grammar

Come to class, get WW
bin, go to desk, start 
activity

Asking for help if 
needed

Word work 

Acknowle
dgement

Listening, being quiet, 
one person reads, 
vocab activity

Listening, waiting, quiet 
voice, still body,

Ask for sensory tool if 
needed

read book about 
acknowledging

Engaged 
reading

20 min independent self 
selected reading, quiet
music

Choose a book from 
reading bin

Asking for help if 
needed, ask to read 
with a peer 

Reading independently

Partner 
share

Sharing thinking Following directions Communication board 
for sharing

Current 
events

2 students present 
article, summarize and 
present

Following directions Presenting article News 2 you article 

Writing
workshop

Mini lesson, practice, 
feedback, class share

Mini lesson – listen, 
waiting, quiet voice, still 
body

Communication board 
for sharing

Work on own writing / 
unit assignment

Energizers Interactive  physical 
movement

following directions Reference peers

Sharing
circle

Sits in circle, listening, 
feelings, turn-taking

Sits in circle, listening, Feelings
communication board 
for sharing, turn taking

CPT/ 
lesson

Reading, presenting 
new information

Looking, listening, quiet 
working

Asking for a break if 
needed

Work on own writing / 
unit assignment





Learning Goals: R will understand his and another culture by 
identifying the food, celebrations, traditions and and people 
of 4 cultures (Chinese, Musqueam, Mayan and Sri Lankan)

Input

Book

Output (

Mindmap
sentences

Processing 

Word Work 
activity – initial 
consonants

Independent 
Activity

Choice Bin



Input: Reading



Output: Mindmap, sentences



Processing: Word Work



Independent: Choice bin





Christopher’s Art

¤Unit: Geometry Grade 6
¤Goal for ALL: Area and perimeter of 

shapes
¤Access goal: Area- cover, perimeter –

around



Christopher’s Art
¤ By Shelley Moore



Everyone loves Christopher’s art.



Everyone wants to hang 
Christopher’s art on the wall.



Christopher’s art can help us learn 
math too!



Christopher’s art can be many shapes.

Area covers a shape, just like art!



Christopher’s art can be many shapes

Perimeter goes around a shape, 
just like a frame!



Sammy loves Christopher’s art.

Sammy wants to hang 
circle art on the wall.



Area covers a shape.

Perimeter goes around the shape.



Inclusive Supports: 
Multiple & Diverse Texts



Multiple & Diverse Texts

¤ Today’s classroom contain a mix of ability

¤ Without including students who need support, 
reading levels can range (at minimum) 2-4 
years above and below their grade level

¤ Grade level text are accessible to a very small 
portion of the class

¤ Just because a student cannot decode, does 
not mean that they cannot understand content 
and ideas of a text

¤ L, Schnellert



Benefits of multiple & diverse texts
¤ Multiple & diverse texts – multiple perspectives!

¤ Students are encouraged to think about how events and 
issues impact others in different ways

¤ Multiple & diverse texts build confidence and 
independence
¤ By providing text at student instructional levels, students 

can engage with content and concepts with their peers 
without the barrier of decoding (especially when decoding 
is not the task)

¤ It gives an opportunity to introduce different formats of text 
to students so they van find text that they are comfortable 
with

¤ It gives an opportunity to tap into a student’s interests

¤ L, Schnellert



What is multiple & diverse text?

¤Including texts in EVERY unit …
¤that has multiple reading levels
¤That has multiple formats of text
¤That has multiple perspectives
¤That has multiple topics



What is text?

¤Does this picture communicate an idea?



What is text?

¤New literacies
¤interactive
¤communicates information and ideas
¤Books, articles, newspapers, comics
¤Blue prints, diagrams, instruction 

manuals
¤Videos, photographs, drawing
¤Social media

L, Schnellert



Text refers to any mode of 
communication including:

¤Spoken
¤Speeches, discussions, radio/podcasts, 

song lyrics

¤Written
¤Essays, novels, poems, textbooks, stories, 

books

¤Visual
¤Painting, photographs, dances, graphs, 

gestures, diagrams

¤A combination of the three
¤ Video games, Facebook, websites, graphic novels

L, Schnellert



What is reading?

¤Shifting our definition
¤ Interacting with text instead of decoding text

¤ The tricky  part
¤ Often the text levels we need for specific 

content does not exist!



What is reading?

¤Literacy levels play a major role 
(regardless of subject area) in finding 
and developing material and resources 
to support students who have diverse 
learning needs

¤ Text needs to be at a student’s literacy level 
to be meaningful

¤ Is there a way we can make age 
appropriate content and cognitively 
appropriate literacy levels?

V, Rothstein



Literacy Level

¤ Emergent
¤ Objects/Pictures, 1-2 words on a page, 

pictures directly match the text
¤ Transitional

¤ Pictures, 1-2 sentences on a page, new 
words highlighted

¤ Conventional
¤ Pictures, 1-2 paragraphs on a page, main 

ideas highlighted

¤ Think of a student you work with, at what 
approximate literacy level are they at?

Adapted from V, Rothstein





2 ways to create/find text

¤ Many texts, levels and formats around a text

¤ Many texts, levels and formats around a theme



Many texts, levels and formats 
around a text



Many texts, levels and formats 
around a theme



Resources

¤www.learnsomemoore.com

¤Unique Learning

¤News-2-You

¤SET-BC



What does inclusion mean to us?

¤What do you think needs more focus in 
supporting inclusive education?

¤What questions do you have about 
supporting inclusive schooling?
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